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Quote from 
L. Ron Hubbard  

 
 

“...Today the bulk of the hu-
man race is walking around 
with the belief that there is 
something wrong some-

where but they don’t quite 
know what it is.” 
The Auditor 36 
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FREE THETA 
The voice of Freedom!  The voice of the Freezone! 

Exciting articles by well known &  respected freezone individuals.  
Regular favourite features. Available to Members only. 

http://internationalfreezone.net 

 
 

 

~~ Editorial ~~ 
 
 
 

 
Dear Reader, 
 
This is the second issue of the FREE THETAN. A monthly newsletter from the International 
Freezone Association Inc (IFA).   
 
The IFA was started some 7 years ago and has since grown from one small website to a large 
international association of like minded independent scientologists keen to uphold the standard 
of application of the philosophy Lafayette Ron Hubbard research, instituted and developed over 
the years he was alive. 
 
Currently we have members spread all over the globe from the USA to Australia, from the UK 
and Europe, to South Africa and Singapore and many other countries and far away places.  
 
The IFA provides a useful service to it’s members such as vast library of reference materials, 
Their own Quarterly Journal, the FREE THETA, with many useful quotes, articles and other 
services, and maintains around 10 websites, each with a specific purpose and providing a spe-
cific service. A list of the websites can be found at http://internationalfreezone.net, as can the 
goals and purposes and many other interesting and useful resources.  
 
I do hope you enjoy this newsletter and feel encouraged to find out more about the philosophy 
and applied technology of the real scientology. 
 
Best wishes, 
 
Michael Moore 
President 
International Freezone Association Inc., 
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The Aims of Scientology  

and the IFA 
 
Lafayette Ron Hubbard first issued the ‘Aims of 
Scientology’ which of course still stands. Yet, de-
spite holding a copyright on these aims the 
Church of Scientology, RTC and the CST do not 
appear to be following these aims fully.  Therefore 
it behooves us to take some responsibility and set 
out our aims, based upon the aims that Ron first 
envisaged as something which we can honestly 
strive to attain. 
 
We therefore stated below: 
 

The Aims of the IFA 
 
To contribute towards having a sane soci-
ety by the promotion, expansion and ap-
plication of the technology to the point 
where people can live their lives in peace 
and security and without war or insanity 
and where they can honestly flourish and 
prosper and attain higher levels of spiri-
tual being.  
 
The IFA is non political in nature and wel-
comes any individual of any creed, race 
or nation.  
 
The IFA does not seek revolution. The 
IFA seeks only to assist in paving the way 
for evolution to higher states of being for 
the individual and for society. After end-
less millennia of ignorance about himself, 
his mind and the universe, a break-
through has been made for man by Lafay-
ette Ron Hubbard with the philosophy and 
the technology he developed to free man 
from the shackles of his mind.  
 
According to Lafayette Ron Hubbard, 
"The combined truths of fifty thousand 
years of thinking men, distilled and ampli-
fied by new discoveries about man, have 
made for this success."  

 
We welcome you to the IFA We would 
like your help in achieving our aims and 
helping others and we hope to be able to 
help you in return.  
 
The original working technology of Lafay-
ette Ron Hubbard is the most vital move-
ment on Earth today. In a troubled world, 
the job of promoting and applying this 
technology is not easy. But then, if it 
were, we wouldn't have to be doing it.  
 
The IFA does not owe its help not having 
done anything to caused it to propitiate. 
We are here because we want to be here 
and we want to assist Ron in his aims.  
 
As Ron says:  
 
"Man suspects all offers of help. He has 
often been betrayed, his confidence shat-
tered. Too frequently he has given his 
trust and been betrayed. We may err, for 
we build a world with broken straws. But 
we will never betray your faith in us so 
long as you are one of us.  
 
The sun never sets on Scientology.  
 
And may a new day dawn for you, for 
those you love and for man.  
 
Our aims are simple, if great.  
 
And we will succeed, and are succeeding 
at each new revolution of the Earth.  
 
Your help is acceptable to us.  
 
Our help is yours."  
 
'The Aims of Scientology' -- Lafayette Ron 
Hubbard 

 
~oo00oo~ 
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The Philosophy  

of  
Lafayette Ron Hubbard 

 
 
 
Lafayette Ron Hubbard said: 
 
"The first principle of my philosophy is that wisdom is meant 
for anyone who wishes to reach for it. It is the servant of com-
moner and king alike and should never be regarded with awe." 
 
"Selfish scholars seldom forgive anyone who seeks to break 
down the walls of mystery and let the people in. Will Durant, the modern American philoso-
pher, was relegated to the scrap heap by his fellow scholars when he wrote a popular book 
on the subject, The Outline of Philosophy. 
 
Thus brickbats come the way of any who seek to bring wisdom to the people over the objec-
tions of the "inner circle." 
 
"The second principle of my own philosophy is that it must be capable of being applied." 
"Learning locked in mildewed books is of little use to anyone and therefore of no value unless 
it can be used." 
 
"The third principle is that any philosophic knowledge is only valuable if it is true or if it works." 
 
 
Upon these principles the basic philosophy was researched and developed. 
 
No one can render the vital information Hubbard discovered better than he, as the originator 
of the works. No one is a better source of the information since Hubbard the was originator 
and any one else would merely be one to reiterate or copy. Some people have attempted to 
improve upon the philosophy, or more particularly, its application. 
 
Certainly many people have issued a changed or altered application of the philosophy. By 
virtue of that they will achieve a different, and not always welcomed result, as a result of that 
application. Hubbard was able to achieve a one for one result with the application of the exer-
cises researched and developed as a result of the philosophy he expounded, provided the 
philosophy is applied exactly as he stated, fantastic results for the individual are attainable. 
 
The basic philosophy includes the fact that man is not just a piece of meat but a spiritual be-
ing. This is not a new discovery of course, Many religions teach this. One of the remarkable 
facts that Hubbard discovered, however, is precisely what sort if spiritual being a person is 
and what their capabilities really are. This was never really clearly defined previously. 
 
So in order to isolate out the discoveries Hubbard, made the person was referred to as a  
 

Continued on page 8 
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CERTIFIED AUDITORS & GROUPS 
 

This list of auditors and groups here have been ratified and certified  
As delivering  On Source Standard Technology. 

 
These Auditors and groups have requested and gone through an exacting certification process 
that validates their abilities and expertise. See Certification for further details. 
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~~ Lafayette Ron Hubbard Quote ~~ 

  

A man is as dead as he can’t communicate.  

 He is as alive as he can communicate. 

 Dianetics ‘55 

thetan. From the Greek 'Theta', meaning spirit, but more clearly defined. 
 
It was discovered that the thetan had very specific potentials and abilities. It was also discov-
ered that the thetan was not, by any stretch of the imagination, achieving his full potential and 
was not exercising his full abilities.  
 
It was found significantly that the thetan is immortal. This means that the being has existed 
since time began, if not before! And therefore has gone through a tremendous number of ex-
periences of virtually all types. It was also discovered that many of these experiences have 
served to inhibit or reduce the abilities of the being over time. Part of Hubbard's philosophy in-
cludes therefore the techniques developed to restore or rehabilitate those abilities which a be-
ing once had. These techniques and the application of them are called 'the technology', and 
forms the practical aspect of the philosophy. 
 
This makes the philosophy suitable for anyone to apply and, with the assistance of others well 
trained in the technology, one can "pull oneself up by the bootstraps" as it were and expand 
one's abilities as a being far beyond anyone's expectations. Of course one does not run before 
one walks and there is a starting point in all this. 
 
The starting point is in: 
 
Reading the philosophy itself and understanding what it is Hubbard discovered about man, life 
and the universe. 
 
Understanding the basics of the philosophy. Such basics as, the ARC triangle, the structure of 
the mind and the relationship between the being the mind and the body. 
 
Understanding the Dynamics principles of life 
 
Finding out what auditing is and how it can assist one to improve one's life. Finding out what 
the Bridge is and how it relates to an increased understanding and awareness of oneself. 
 
Find out more: Go to http://internationalfreezone.net  
 

~~~ 
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The Purposes of the International Freezone Association 
 

 Preserve the exact technology and original workable philosophy of Lafayette Ron Hubbard for 
future use so it is available for all mankind. 
 
 Protect the exact technology and original workable philosophy of Lafayette Ron Hubbard so it is 
not altered, diluted or changed in anyway but remains exactly as Lafayette Ron Hubbard issued it. 
 
 Promote the exact technology and original workable philosophy of Lafayette Ron Hubbard so it 
may be known by all mankind 
 

 

Immortality 
 
 
 
"It is a discovery of Scientology, a discovery susceptible to the most arduous 
scientific proofs, that people are not bodies, but that people are living units 
operating bodies. The living unit we call, in Scientology, a thetan, that being 
taken from the Greek letter theta [ Ø ], the mathematical symbol used in Sci-
entology to indicate the Source of Life and Life itself. The individual, the per-
son, the actual identity, is this living 
unit. It is modified by the addition of a 
body, and by the addition of a body it is 
brought into a certain unknowingness 
about its own condition. The mission of 
Scientology is to raise the knowingness 
of this spirit to such a degree that it 
again knows what it is and what it is do-
ing, and in this state the thetan can ap-
ply directly to his own body, or to his en-
vironment, or to the bodies of others, 
the healing skill of which he is capable. 
It is the thetan which builds and con-
structs, it is the thetan which forms actual forms and organisms. 
 
Amongst the capabilities and potentials of the thetan is immortality in full 
knowingness of his own identity. The amount of time which he has spent on 
earth, and the number of deaths through which he has gone, have brought 
him into a state of forgetfulness about who and where he has been. This ma-
terial is recovered in Scientology, if the Scientologist specifically processes 
toward it." 
 
L. Ron Hubbard (Excerpted from Ability Major 1, ca. mid-March, 1955, The 
Scientologist, A Manual on the Dissemination of Material)  
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~ Special Notice ~ 
 
The IFA is now on Twitter and Face book! To see the IFA posts on twitter simply log into 
Twitter and go to  IFreezoneAssoc 
 
To see the IFA on Facebook, Just log in to Facebook and go to  Int Freezone Assoc  
 
Keep in touch. Today! 

~ Wanted! ~ 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Capable beings to assist the International Freezone Association Inc. 
Admin and Tech training well received.  Must be on source and an  

adherent to the philosophy and technology of Lafayette Ron Hubbard. 
 If you are a trained auditor or admin trained, the IFA needs YOU! 
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Purpose 

An individual, species, organism, organization, to succeed, survive and expand in influ-
ence must have a formulated BASIC PURPOSE. 
 
To keep beings from growing, the reactive bank is almost entirely made up of false and 
booby trapped purposes. Thus we can see that, by its having been impeded so thor-
oughly in past ages, the idea of having a personal or organizational or group basic pur-
pose is an extremely valuable one. 
 
Without one expressed or unexpressed, a being or an organization or group without 
one doesn't grow but shrinks and becomes weak—in this universe nothing can remain 
long in an unchanging state. Given a potentially successful basic purpose that is ac-
ceptable to the being, organization or group, one can then formulate POLICY. 
 
POLICY is a rule or procedure or a guidance which permits the BASIC PURPOSE to 
succeed.  
 
The basic purpose runs through time. When it is impeded, distracted from, not com-
plied with, thwarted or stopped, a state of failure of the basic purpose occurs in greater 
or lesser degree. Sometimes challenges to it cause it to strengthen but only when the 
challenges are consistently overcome. 
 
A being, organism, organization, group or species or race learns in forwarding its basic 
purpose or meeting challenges to its basic purpose certain lessons. Certain proce-
dures or courses of action, rules or laws were conceived at times of stress and some of 
them were successful. Those that were not successful or helped the opposition were 
bad. 
 
Those that were successful forwarded of course the basic purpose and were good. 
 
The successful ideas or procedures that assisted the basic purpose were then digni-
fied by the status of proper ideas, acts, procedure or policy. 
 
Those that were unsuccessful in assisting the basic purpose became bad policy. 
 
Ideas or procedures that distracted from or balked the basic purpose were called of-
fenses. 
 
Things, groups, other determinisms that challenged or sought to stop or refused to 
comply with the basic purpose became enemies or opposition. 
 
Therefore Policy is derived from successful experience in forwarding the basic pur-
pose, overcoming opposition or enemies, ending distractions and letting the basic pur-
pose flow and expand." 
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Wins & Success Stories  
from 
the Independent  
Scientology  
Freezone 
 
We get many success stories in the Free-
zone of auditing, training and even just from 
reading Lafayette Ron Hubbard Books! 
 
Here is just a small selection. 
~~~ 
Auditing Win 
I had my first real session the other day. I audited my wife. I ran an engram to full era-
sure and watched the somatic lift before my eyes. It was the best feeling I think I have 
had my entire life. We are working on the ally computation now and I had a cog on it. 
The ally comp so simple. When a person is helped by someone and as a result they 
admire that person so much that they begin to be like them. This is the ally comp. I see 
this all the time in everyday life. 
 
On another note, Chris and I did some role play on my daughter. I understand her so 
much better now and I know how to go about getting her computations. This is a huge 
win for me because I never understood why she wouldn't talk to me. 
 
I would like to thank Chris for his time and effort and LRH for putting a tech there that 
really works. I mean, 
 
It really works!!! Its so much more of a reality to me now. ha ha!! 
ARC 
BP 
~~~ 
Method One Audited Completion 
First, M-1 was lot of fun! Call me a geeky weirdo if you want, but looking up definitions, 
knowing what some word means completely and with certainty is just a blast. Also  had 
a wonderful time delving into grammar--another fun endeavor. 
 
Second, as a result of M-1 I'm spotting many words, long part of my daily vocabulary, 
that I have never actually looked up. I have meanings for these words, probably pretty 
accurate ones, but where 
did those meanings come from if I've never looked the word up? And how can I have 
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complete certainty of no misunderstanding if I've never looked them up? 
 
All these fractional uncertainties add up. Before M-1 I would not have spotted these 
words. 
 
Third, M-1 has had a rehabilitating affect on my curiosity to find out about new things: 
"Who is that person?" "I don't know about that subject." "Gee, what IS the definition of 
that word?" So thanks to my terrific auditor Geri, excellent c/s Pat, Ron (of course) and 
the cats! 
M.W. 
~~~ 
Auditing Win. 
The set-ups were incredible! Roy Selby was my auditor. He was Great!!! We had 
FUN!!! 
I really feel rehabbed on the last 40 years of my current life. My needle is floating and 
so am I !!! :) 
Raymond J. Krenik, Jr. 
~~~ 
Grade 1 Success Story 
I feel able to have good problems and to sort of sidestep bad problems, that is, instead 
of tearing and digging through the problem to the "solution" (which is now a new prob-
lem), I'm looking at other factors and areas of the problem. Also I feel something about 
letting time or the problem itself unravel itself, that doing so will be apparent or just 
happen in the future, not forcing but allowing, and controlling by postulate and even 
exteriorization instead of by energy. It feels more like a beingness that just is and is 
hard to verbalize. 
J. H. 
~~~ 
Grade 2 Success 
Reflecting back on this Level, I realized how lucky and thankful I am to have a pretty 
uneventful life. I realized that I had a few continuing overts against myself and this 
level helped me to see them. A few separate processes kept showing me how I was 
withholding true happiness from myself and not living to my full potential. Another cog-
nition I had was realizing that YOU are the only one who is responsible for YOUR life. 
To be continued.......next level, auditor! 
R.R. 
~~~ 
Purification Rundown  Win 
I've just finished the purification r/d, but really I feel like I've started something even 
bigger. I've had so many wins and cognitions I couldn't even adequately list them all. 
 
One thing is for certain - I have a clean body, and a clear mind, and am now more de-
termined than ever to get up the Bridge and continue improving my body, mind and 
spirit. 
 
On top of that certainty, and the lighter, cleaner feeling I have physically, I have also 
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lost weight, stopped smoking and abusing alcohol, and I don't even need caffeine any-
more. I wake up every morning eager to live well and continue making gains and im-
proving myself. 
 
Enormous thanks go out to CB, FS, and my twin, JJ. 
Andrew 
~~~ 
Clear Win 
With the state of Clear on the 1st dynamic, I can easily handle any mental matter, en-
ergy, space and time which equate to pictures from ones own time track. ALSO, on of 
the other definitions of Clear in an absolute sense states that one can confront any-
thing and everything in 
the past, present and future--- 
 
I have seen a big increase in that kind of confront for myself.  
Craig 

~~~Lafayette Ron Hubbard Quote ~~~ 

"The address of Dianetics and Scientology is not to the ill, the insane or the criminal. It is effective in these fields. 
But its intention is toward the improvement of the able. Men who already can accomplish things can accomplish 
more. The problems of the society depend upon clear-thinking and sane men. Processing can bring about 
that state according to long experience. 
 
Processing has now become relatively simple. The auditor first must understand the basic axioms of the subject 
and their meaning in processing. He must have a good grasp of his essential tools. He can gain this understanding 
in a few weeks if he is quick and intelligent. He must then be able to handle the techniques of application. These 
are effective and swift. 
 
When one starts to handle primitive instincts in a human being, that human being sometimes has the sensation of 
having lived before. We know the instincts from distant times are there and we know where they are filed and we 
know how to change the record. It is relatively simple to call up in any human being the basic and underlying re-
cords which have haunted Man for generations. No matter how solidly he is repressing them, the instincts are 
there. When they are in sight and deintensified, he is able to relax, to be free, and to be effective. 
 
The simplicity of the present techniques seems to belie the arduousness of their discovery. But they contain all the 
thousands of years of Man's search for what makes Man hate Man. 
 
Dianetics and Scientology are no more than reason joining research in the humanities and research in the fields of 
energy and the physical sciences. Once this knowledge was joined, the answers were readily available. 
 
Perhaps now it may be possible, in an overwrought world, to do something about the criminals, the insane, about 
war and the antisocial hatred Man feels for Man. Can we do something for the savage in civilized garb before he 
ruins this world and all Man? That is a question which the future must answer. I cannot do more than the work I 
have done and to publish and make available what has been done. 
 
Every facility which I have and every knowledge which we have gained is at your disposal. It is at your disposal to 
improve you, to make crime a thing of yesterday, to banish war forever. But it is up to you." 
 
L. Ron Hubbard (Introduction, Technical Vol. 1, 6 February 1952)  
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~ ~ ~ Definitions ~ ~ ~ 

 
ARC: 
A word made from the initial letters of Affinity, Reality and Communication which to-
gether are considered to equal understanding. ARC is pronounced as three letters A-R
-C. 
 
Scientologist 
1. one who betters the conditions of himself and the conditions of others by using Scn 
technology. 
(Auditor mag 73 UK) 
 
2. one who controls persons, environments and situations. A Scientologist operates 
with the boundaries of the Auditor’s Code and the Code of a Scientologist. (PAB 137) 
 
3. one who understands life. His technical skill is devoted to the resolution of the prob-
lems of life. (COHA, p. 12) 
 
4.A specialist in spiritual and human affairs. (Ability Ma 1) 
 
Religion, 1. The ritual of worship or regard about spiritual matters. 2. A study of wis-
dom. 3. The word religion itself can embrace sacred lore, wisdom, knowingness of 
gods and souls and spirits, and could be called, with very broad use of the word, a phi-
losophy. We could say there is religious philosophy and there is religious practice. 
 
Religious Philosophy, implies study of spiritual manifestations: research on the nature 
of the spirit and study on the relationship of the spirit to the body; exercises devoted to 
the rehabilitation of abilities in a spirit. Religious Practice, implies ritual, faith-in, doc-
trine based on a catechism* and a creed. 
 
Dianetics & Scientology Technical Dictionary. 

GOLD CENTURY PRESS 
Quality Books for the 

New Century 
Publishers to the Scientologists Freezone 

Gold Century Press 
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